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To win really get to know your teammates, follow 
the NAJYRC official social media accounts and get 
started early! The winners will be announced at the 
Competitor’s Party on Saturday at 6:00pm.

FACEBOOK: The FEI North American Junior 
 & Young Rider Championships 

TWITTER: @NAJYRC

QUESTIONS? ahenshaw@usef.org 



WHO’S ON MY TEAM?
Teams will be decided on a random basis. You will not know who is on your team until the Welcome Party at Spy Coast Farm Tuesday night at 6:30 pm. At 
the Welcome Party, you will be given a colored bandana which corresponds to a team. There will be 22 teams each with about 11-12 riders that are all 
from different discipline backgrounds. 

HOW DO I WIN? 
Teams can win by earning points throughout the week with their team. Points will be broken down into four categories: Daily Points, Passport, Question of 
the Day, and Medaling. Here is a brief description for each category.  

DAILY POINTS
You can receive points by doing the following: taking pictures of half your team watching another team member compete, taking pictures of half your team 
hanging out together, taking pictures of you individually schooling while wearing your team color’s bandana (***this is NOT for competition JUST school-
ing!) You can also get additional Daily Points by winning the two categories of Funniest Team Picture of the Day and Best Team Picture of the Day. Winning 
of either of these two categories requires that the pictures have at least half of your team in it. The winner of each day’s best and funniest competition will 
be chosen and tweeted out by the official NAJYRC account @NAJYRC, posted on Facebook and posted on Instagram! There will also be a Best Team Picture 
of the Week competition which will be voted on in the hospitality tent on Saturday. The photo with the most votes will receive additional points. To submit 
all photos they must be emailed to najyrcaccreditation@usef.org by midnight of that day. 

PASSPORT 
Each team will be given one Passport. In this passport you will find a series of  objectives, riddles, clues and various other tasks! You will work with your 
team, or at least half of team members, to complete each task! Each team will get points for completing each task. Passports will be due Saturday at 
3:00pm at a drop off box within the Competitor’s Cafe. 

QUESTION OF THE DAY 
Each day at noon the official NAJYRC account will tweet out a trivia question! Each team will have one person answer the question. If answered correctly 
the team will get points. Each team will also get points for every retweet and favorite of the original correct answer tweet. To have the tweet counted for 
points the original tweet must include the tagging of the official NAJYRC handle @NAJYRC and the use of the following hashtags #questionoftheday and 
#teamcolorname. For example, if you are the hot pink team your answer would look like:
@NAJYRC the answer for the #questionoftheday is 1988 #teamhotpink

MEDALING 
Each team will also receive points for medaling in Team and Individual Championships. Points are only awarded to those individuals who receive Gold, 
Silver or Bronze. Since the eventing competition will not be over by the time the team challenge is finished, we will use the leading individuals after dres-
sage for Junior and Young Riders as the individual points and the leading teams after XC for the team points.

DAILY POINTS Pictures of Half Your Team Watching Another Team 20/per photo

Pictures of Half Your Team Hanging Out Together 20/per photo

Picture of You Individually Schooling While Wear 
Your Team Bandana

10/per photo 
per day

Funniest Picture of the Day **an additional 1 point for every team 
member in the picture over 5

30

Best Team Picture of the Day **an additional 1 point for every team 
member in the picture over 5

30

Every Member in Pictures over Five Teammates 1 (per additional 
person over five)

Best Team Picture of the Week Taken From all the 
Best Team Pictures of the Previous Days

Voted on Saturday in the Hospitality Tent 50

PASSPORT For Completing Each Objective Correctly 5

For Completing Half (10) of the Objectives Correctly 50

For Completing All of the Objectives (20) Correctly 100

QUESTION OF 
THE DAY

Answering the Question of the Day Correctly 30

Every Retweet of the Correct Original Tweet 2

Every Favorite of the Correct Original Tweet 1

MEDALING Gold Medal In Either Team or Individual 30

Gold Medal In Either Team or Individual 20

Gold Medal In Either Team or Individual 10


